
Problem Statement/Research Question and Background 

A significant number of children are confined to a sitting position during the school day. 
This interferes with their education and self esteem by reducing access to their environment. All 
students should be empowered to look their peers in the eye, to interact with tabletop activities, 
and to participate in gym class in a standing posture (Figure 1). Cerebral Palsy (CP) is the most 
common motor disability in childhood, affecting 1 out of every 323 children. Nearly half of 
children with CP cannot walk independently by age 8. There are additional diseases affecting 
mobility including muscular dystrophy, spina bifida, and others. 

Standers are established medical devices that support a person in an upright position. 
They are used in therapy sessions to increase bone mass density and core strength, as well as to 
enable students to interact with other children and their classroom environment at the same 
height as their peers. Unfortunately, most standers do not allow for any means for the user to be 
mobile, and the few that do allow mobility require substantial manual strength. This leaves most 
children entirely stationary unless they are being pushed around the room by an adult. 

To address this problem, we have developed a motorization kit that can be attached to 
any pediatric stander. The kit includes motors, batteries, and an interchangeable user interface. It 
is designed to be an after-market modification that a parent or therapist could attach to a child’s 
stander in 20 minutes (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 1. Motorized Pediatric Stander Problem Statement and Mission 
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Methods/Approach/Solutions Considered 

Prior teams designed preliminary iterations of this device, but the prototype demonstrated 
here is a “top-to-bottom” redesign that revisited all aspects of the device, with a focus on user 
experience that we are referring to as a Beta design. The design methodology followed a robust 
phase-gate process as required by the Multi-Disciplinary Senior Design course. Needs 
assessment included the needs of multiple persons, including the child driver, the caregiver or 
adult, as well as the person that would be responsible for modifying the stander with the kit. 
Overall design requirements of the final design 
were determined to be: 
1. The overall goal is for kits to get feedback from 

their environment instead of the stander. 
2. The kit should allow kits in standers to access 

and traverse all typical home/school/play areas. 
3. Any child should be able to locate and operate 

controls without looking at them - design 
includes ability to use standard “button” 
switches or an included joystick. 
a. There is potential for controls to refine and 

improve fine and gross motor skills. 
b. Control customization and mapping will help 

therapists and parents to program quick and 
effective learning. 

4. Kit will provide therapists with options to 
create consistent, reliable, customizable, scalable methods of rewarding kids. 

5. The kit should easily incorporate other toys/play technologies: phones, tablets, apps, learning 
toys, group play, use imagination to create environments, sharing and inclusion 

Our team included Electrical, Mechanical, and Computer Engineers, and Industrial 
Designers. The team drew on the expertise of the Kate Gleason College of Engineering, the RIT 
College of Imaging Arts and Science, the Brinkman Machine Shop, Developmental 
Psychologists, the RIT School of Business, and RIT's Additive Manufacturing labs. The team 
also developed a close working relationship with its target users at CP Rochester and with 
families who use standers in their homes. This feedback allowed us to determine and check the 
purchasing, usability, and design requirements of real end-users.  

The Industrial Design team was responsible for the overall system design, including 
attachment to device, and all aspects of user interface, particularly the tray, switch, and human 
factors. A set of 30 engineering specifications, including load, battery life, speed, types of inputs 
were generated based on the needs and conceptual design of the stander. The team completed a 
functional decomposition of subsystems, selected possible technologies for each function, and 
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then designed hardware, software, and an integration system between subsystems. The entire 
design team completed design reviews on a monthly basis culminating in a detailed design 
review. Some testing and validation of performance of subsystems has been performed. Project 
planning and risk assessment, both of the project success and of risks to end-users was used 
continually to guide the design process. 

 
Description of Final Approach and Design 

We have created a fully functional prototype, which we intend to develop into a 
manufacturable and commercially viable motorization kit that can be attached to any pediatric 
stander. This will allow for autonomous mobility and more dynamic and fun therapeutic 
sessions. Our team implemented upgrades and changes in a Beta Version of the motorized kit to 
enhance user functionality, increase power of the wheels, attach more easily to all standers, and 
be readily manufactured and assembled. The design integrates switches, electronics, wheels, 
motors, safety sensors, and battery system into the design of a commercially available stander, as 
shown in Figure 4. The system uses a custom algorithm to simultaneously interpret inputs from 
the child driver as well as from a remote control held by a therapist or parent (Figure 3). The 
engineering team created a system to control two Brushless DC Motor (BLDC) motor/wheel sets 
based on based on available Texas Instruments motor controllers (Figure 5).The microcontroller 
controls the speed and direction of the stander based on this combined input and using a set of 
custom electronics and commercially available motor controllers, all located on a custom printed 
circuit board and housed underneath the base. Additionally, the team recently implemented 
remote control of the motor kit through a standard mobile device app for both children and 
caregivers.  In addition to the remote, safety considerations include mechanical switches built 
into the bumper and infrared sensors that detect the presence of a wall or sudden drop, such as 
stairs. These both communicate with the microcontroller and allow reverse, but not forward 
movement.  Additionally, there is a physical e-stop that cuts power to to the entire device. 

 
Figure 3: Renderings of the remote control screens. The remote operates on a Teensy platform, and is 

compatible with both Android and IoS devices. 
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Figure 4. Rendering of Beta Version of universal Motorized Pediatric Stander Kit. Note that the green 

stander is just one example of the range of commercially available standers. This kit is universal and can 
attach to any commercial stander. 
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Figure 5: The primary custom printed circuit board (blue at bottom) that contains microcontroller (small 
green board in foreground) and two motor controllers (red boards on top). 

Outcome (Results of any outcomes testing and/or user feedback) 

Most of the initial experience with iterations of the stander is at the Augustin Children’s 
center, which operates a pre-school and incorporates both push-in and pull-out therapy during the 
school day (Figure 6). To date, two different PTs have used earlier versions of the motorized 
stander with multiple children. Initial feedback from students, parents, and therapists is very 
positive. Many students look forward to their therapy session as a result of the stander kit and 
view their being allowed to use the device as a positive portion of their session. The team has 
incorporated the feedback from user testing in developing the Beta Version of the Motor Kit, 
making robust improvements throughout each of the kit's subsystems, and has streamlined 
component selection in an effort to scale towards the manufacturing process. A few specific 
examples of changes made in direct response to user testing include ease of assembly and 
attachment to existing standers, more robust motors to facilitate use by larger and/or older 
children, and variable user interfaces that enable therapists to customize the kit based on the 
needs of each individual child. 
 

 
Figure 6. Alpha Version of Motorized Pediatric Stander in use at CP Rochester. Primary functions are still 

demonstrated, but installation is more complicated, control algorithm less sophisticated, and not as 
aesthetically clean as design as Beta version presented here. 
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Public demonstrations of the device at RIT open houses had led to a lot of interest from 
therapists and parents wanting to purchase a device immediately. The Alpha version of the kit 
was tested and is currently being clinically evaluated by the Physical Therapy department at 
Nazareth College. Although the physical therapy students are still analyzing data for their 
capstone project, preliminary analysis indicates that children in the stander are able to tolerate 
substantially longer durations in the stander, and that the movement caused by the stander was an 
effective motivation in their learning to use the button controls. The design team has also 
consulted with local distributors of durable medical equipment in an effort to understand service 
provider insights concerning acquisition, end-user assembly, maintenance, and liability.  

Once multiple Beta Version motor kits are built and attached to standers they will be 
tested by students and therapists at CP Rochester, users in home environments, and will also be 
studied by the PT department at Nazareth College. 

Cost (Cost to produce and expected pricing) 

The team has identified and been approached by parents and therapists in need of this 
motor kit. After significant research - including interviews with users, therapists, and distributors 
of durable medical devices, and thorough market analysis - we have determined that the best 
distribution method is as an after market modification to existing pediatric standers. The current 
cost of parts, manufacturing, and assembly of each kit is around $1,500. We would also like to 
develop a plan to utilize open source design and the Do-It-Yourself culture: 1) Designs, 
including parts list and instructions will be disseminated and available online 2) We will work 
with a manufacturer to create “kits” that can be purchased and installed with minimal expertise 
3) We will encourage community volunteer “builders” and “match-making” between users and 
builders 4) We will increase our public presence in order to recruit matchmakers and builders. 

Significance 

The team hopes with a wider, more thorough array of test cases and prolonged use, it can 
continue to make iterative improvements to the kit and, ultimately, make it widely available to 
all children who would benefit from upright, autonomous mobility. 
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